# Word List

- accepting
- accomplishment
- achievement
- actor
- advancement
- advertising
- appointment
- attitude
- business
- careless
- CEO (chief executive officer)
- colleague
- commission
- compete
- competitive
- concern
- confidence
- constant
- content
- conversationalist
- corporation
- demanding
- desire
- drive
- driven
- emotion
- empathize
- excel
- flexible
- focus
- friendship
- goal
- guide
- health
- high-energy
- high-powered
- imperfection
- instead of
- intense
- interact
- loyal
- manager
- mood
- owner
- patient
- persistent
- personality
- persuasive
- positive
- posture
- recognition
- relaxed
- salespeople
- sample
- stable
- supportive
- take-charge
- team
- tolerant
- tough
- tour
- trusting